
Week 5 - Suit Up with the Shield of Faith 
 

Name: Super Shield 

 

Who Will Play: 4 players (two teams of two players)  

 

Goal: Shield the bowl from the tiny food. Team with less food in 

their bowl wins! 

 

Instructions: 

 Position bowls and teams on opposite sides of the stage. 

 Blocker should be on knees behind the bowl with shield (paper 

plate) in hand. 

 Thrower should be next to Blocker with 5 tiny food items; 

throwing food items across the stage into the other team’s bowl. 

 Audience cheers for team on their side of stage. 

 Reward the players who win with the large candy prize and the 

other players with small candy prizes. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key: 

 

Tie-In Teaching: Great job, players! You used your Super Shield to 

defend your bowl, just like we have to use God’s shield of faith to 

defend our weak areas from the enemy. When we have 

questions or don’t know what to believe, we can rely on the 

shield of faith!  
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